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Ken Evers-Hood: How to
 navigate conflict
The influential field of game theory encourages church leaders to

 understand the people in their midst, consider all possible decisions they might
 make, and name the values motivating them, writes a pastor.

by Ken Evers-Hood

June 17, 2014

Editor’s note: This is the first in a series exploring how the
 field of game theory can help church leaders navigate
 conflict effectively.

The midsize congregation I serve is a big-tent kind of place, diverse in age as well as theological
 perspective. I was seven years into my tenure when a theologically progressive group approached the
 session, our decision-making board, to request that we more clearly express that we welcome LGBT
 people and their families.

I thought it might take us two or three months to arrive at consensus, but it took from May until
 December. We endured incredibly difficult conversations that tested our faith, our commitment to the
 church and, at times, our friendship with one another.
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Facing a conflict? These
 questions will help you
 understand the players,
 strategies and payoffs.

Players:
Are we taking into account all of

 the decision-makers?

Are we being mindful of everyone
 who might be affected by these
 decisions?

Have we paid particular attention
 to those on the margins of the
 community?

Strategies:
Have we thoroughly considered

 all of the possible decisions and
 their ramifications?

Are we anticipating points of
 likely conflict?

Have we considered whether the
 situation fits one of the well-
known “games,” such as chicken or
 the prisoner’s dilemma?

But we made it: we arrived at a plan that all of the elders supported. It wasn’t everything the initial
 group had requested, but it made a significant step forward that we knew might be challenging for our
 more conservative members. We all thought we had done a great job and had come up with the
 absolute best and most faithful next step.

When the session presented our fantastic plan at a congregational meeting, well, let’s just say the
 members weren’t showering us with roses for the marvelous job we had done, largely behind closed
 doors.

While some congregants said they had never felt totally welcome and so were pleased, many others
 expressed how this move was not only unnecessary but offensive, placing too much emphasis on a
 divisive issue. Some even speculated that the session secretly wanted to take more radical action.

In the following days, it became clear that the congregation didn’t understand the basic plan. People
 were angry and frightened about actions the session hadn’t even proposed.

Had I been a student of game theory at the time, I might have been able to predict how this church
 conflict would play out.

Since 1944, when John von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern published “Theory of Games and
 Economic Behavior,” which established game theory, this interdisciplinary field has influenced
 government, business and even evolutionary biology. Until the very recent collaboration of theologian
 Sarah Coakley and game theorist Martin Nowak, however, the church has had little contact with the
 insights of this incredibly influential field of study.

Church leaders need it.

In game theory, “game” is a term of art referring to a conflicted relationship with two or more players
 in which the actions of one player affect the actions of others. Game theory teaches us that it is
 fundamentally important to understand all of the players as well as possible. So often in conflicted
 situations, leaders focus narrowly on themselves and their own interests.

Frustration with other players makes it all the more
 difficult to try to understand their views and positions.
 But game theory makes clear that leaders should not
 only think about a situation from their own perspective
 but step into the shoes of the other players -- especially
 when others’ interests are different from their own.
 What drives the other players? What are their hopes,
 fears and priorities?

A second key principle in game theory deals with
 strategy. Just as “game” is a term of art, the notion of
 “strategy” in game theory differs slightly from common
 usage.

When church leaders talk about having a strategy, we
 are mostly talking about a singular plan for moving
 forward in a particular direction. If our goal is to raise
 the name recognition of our congregation, then our
 strategy might be to initiate an advertising campaign or
 encourage our members to invite friends and neighbors.

In game theory, however, “strategy” refers to a more
 thorough and complete understanding -- almost like a
 map -- of all of the decisions each player can make at
 every point in time. A strategy, then, won’t show the one
 or two or three pathways we prefer as leaders but all of
 the possibilities before us.

Finally, to understand a game well, leaders have to
 understand the payoffs for each of the players involved.
 “Payoff” represents the return to each player depending
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Payoffs:
Have we considered our personal

 payoffs honestly in terms of our
 actual values and not our wishful
 values?

Do we understand what each
 decision-maker values from his or
 her point of view?

Are all of the players’ payoffs
 fixed, or is there room for
 movement?

 on the result.

Game theorists talk about cardinal payoffs with assigned
 numeric values or ordinal payoffs that allow for values
 where numbers are harder to assign. Here’s what is
 crucial about payoffs in game theory: every player
 assigns his or her own values.

As a leader, you may think the payoffs for another player
 are poorly ordered; you may think he should value one
 result more than another. In particular, you may think
 the payoffs of the other players should look more like
 your own. But the point of game theory is not to focus
 on how others should be but on how they actually are.

Game theory is a bracing cup of cold water in the face, waking us up to very real differences and
 possibilities present in our congregations, which can be seen once we attempt to understand how
 members actually order the payoffs of the game versus how we think they should.

These basic tenets of game theory make it easy to see now how I missed on all three points with our
 LGBT inclusion plan.

I understood the session’s leaders, giving each time to voice his or her concerns, but I missed
 understanding the other key players: the members of my congregation. Because I didn’t have a full
 picture of all of the players, I failed to map out a full strategy and understand the complete range of
 decisions before us. Without naming and trying to know all of the players, I couldn’t name all of the
 payoffs.

I fundamentally failed to see and understand the full game before us. The session itself was so
 conflicted that I spent a great deal of time and energy working through their differences. When we
 came to a consensus, I thought the work was over. It was just beginning.

Game theory will never tell us the perfect strategy or how to defeat our ecclesial opponents. Game
 theory can be helpful, however, by offering leaders a set of questions that makes us slow down and
 think about the whole body and not just ourselves.

In this way, game theory simply provides a means to live out Paul’s theology of being Christ’s body
 with different gifts, gifts that involve multiple perspectives, strategies and payoffs. Game theory is also
 helpful in shifting our gaze from the decisions we make to the process we take to arrive at these
 decisions.

I wrongly assumed that the real problem our session was facing was the right plan rather than the right
 process. It was in the process that the session members were able to lift their concerns and have their
 voices heard, allowing the whole group to arrive at a new and better place through the power of the
 Holy Spirit.

Where game theory ultimately challenges us, I think, is on the idea of game playing itself. Game
 playing carries the negative connotation of trickery and deceit. I’ve heard many a church leader lament
 the behavior of others they labeled as game playing.

Of course, it’s always others who are playing games, I’ve noticed -- never ourselves.

The wisdom of game theory lies in recognizing that the question before us is never whether to play
 games but whether we understand the game we are in and take into account all of the players,
 strategies and values motivating those around us. The question isn’t whether to play games but
 whether to play them well, with generous hearts toward all.
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